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Presentation Notes
We think we have figured out something exciting that is working so well for us...can't wait to share it with you.



Project Outline
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Started with team of 7 of instructors, with motto of question everything.



Opportunity

APLU Grant (2016-19)
Accelerating the Adoption of Adaptive Courseware 

at Public Research Universities
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
OSU is one of eight universities chosen to take part in this APLU Personalized Learning Consortium grant, funded by the Bill and Melinda Gates FoundationIntegrate adaptive courseware into College Algebra (MTH 111) and increase active learning:  General education focus, Large enrollment and high D/F/W courses, Multiple disciplines/departments, Blended learning 



Task

Re-design College Algebra

Incorporate adaptive 
courseware

Increase & improve active 
learning—not emporium model

Blended course
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the outset, we received guidance on the direction we should take from one of our Math Education professors: figure out how we can use adaptive courseware to enable more and better active learning opportunities in the classroom.  We were to avoid using the courseware in an emporium style model.We were focused at first only on the in-class version of the course, but have since redeveloped the fully online version and the prerequisite course!



Team

7 Math instructors
1 Instructional designer
2 Instructional technologists 
1 Blended learning & faculty development specialist
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Plus many campus partners



Campus Partners
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Goal

Create the best College Algebra course ever!
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
At our very first meeting, the team decided our goal would be to use evidence-based pedagogies and design strategies to create the best College Algebra course ever!  We kept this and the students at the forefront of our minds entirety of the project.



Think – Pair – Share
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Consider issues that might affect your College Algebra 
students’ ability to succeed in the course.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we could begin designing our course, we needed to understand the specific issues that affect a student’s ability to succeed in College Algebra. As I mentioned, our mantra was: “question everything.”  As a starting point, we asked a really key questions: “what problems are we even trying to solve?”



Issues we identified
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• Irregular/low attendance

• Low level of engagement with 
content

• A preference/expectation for 
rules and procedures

• Unrealistic assessment of 
their own understanding

• Over-reliance on the 
instructor 

• Rarely electing to use multiple 
function representations to 
aid in problem-solving

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over-reliance on the instructor to provide the solution method to apply when solving a problem



Course Elements

Active Learning
• Course Notebook
• Student response system
• GTAs/LAs

Coordination
• Weekly meetings
• Common LMS site, syllabus, & exams
• Online grading 
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Our NEW story of 
College Algebra!

Adaptive Online Homework

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are the various course elements for our new College Algebra course  Throughout the rest of this presentation, we’ll discuss how we designed each piece, and how we went about addressing the issues we identified.  Active learning: Further developed guided worksheet, Improve use of classroom responsewareTight coordination across sections: Master sites, Weekly coordination meetings, Identical syllabi



Designing Our 
Blended Course
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When designing or re-designing a course, 
what is usually your first step?
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Backward Design 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We were fortunate through this process to learn about Backward Design, which is all about alignment, alignment, alignment.  The idea is to begin with the end in mind—where you want students to end up—then work backward to the assessment, and finally you design the learning activities students will complete in order to get to attain the learning objectives you’ve set.



Example (see handout): 
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MAA 
Guidelines

Bacc Core 
Outcome

Course Level 
Outcome

Weekly 
Learning 
Objective

Student 
Tasks

Determine the appropriateness of a model via scientific reasoning

Identify situations that can be modeled mathematically

Fit an appropriate curve to a scatter plot and use the resulting function for 
prediction and analysis. 

Use the best-fit model from Excel to model a real-world data 
set and use it to predict values not in the data set

Gender Wage Gap analysis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To identify our desired results (the big ideas and skills we ultimately want students to have), we looked to professional organizations (such as the MAA College Algebra Guidelines), university & course-level learning outcomes, weekly learning objectives, and then designed the student tasks to align with these.As an example, let’s take a look at the Gender Wage Gap task, which was initially developed by one of our amazing GTAs, Emerald Stacey, because she realized we just were not doing a very good job of assessing our Bacc Core Outcome related to modeling.



Modeling Gender Wage Gap
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y = -0.556x + 38.755
R² = 0.947
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y = 0.008x2 - 0.910x + 41.233
R² = 0.973
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y = 40.382e-0.021x

R² = 0.966
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Process: Blending

What would blended College Algebra look like?
• Elements?
• What do students do in class? In lab/recitation?
• What do they do outside of class?
• How are these two connected?



Adaptive Enables 
Active Classes
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
College Algebra at Oregon State University has had some level of active learning for quite a while, but now it’s almost the entire class.



Student Quote

“The prep assignments…allowed me to 
understand topics more clearly. I knew what 
I was getting myself into before class which 
made the learning process…much easier.”
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A College Algebra Student from Spring 2018



Prep 
Assignment 
& Warm Up

Course 
Notebook 
Activities 

Low Stakes 
Assessment 

in Class 

Prep 
Assignment 
& Warm Up

Course 
Notebook 
Activities

Low Stakes 
Assessment 

in Class

Summative 
Homework 
Assignment

A week in the life of a MTH 111 student 
(other side of handout)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our research-based pedagogyGoes with the back of the handout:Online Prep task: Translate the graph of a familiar parent functionWarm Up:  Generalize the statementsIn class teamwork: Practice with more “complex” functionsWrap-Up teamwork: more practice with skills learned so farALEK Homework: Individual extended practice of the skillsThe flow of class: Students come in having the online Prep and the Warm-up in the NotebookBecause the adaptive system meets each student where they are, a lot more of them come to class ready to learn and dig into the harder content.We expect them to know the prep content, and do just a cursory review.  We can see from the courseware data whether a lot of students have yet to learn a topic, so we can adjust our review based on how students did on the prep.  We might even have a question from the Warm-up in the student response system as they come in to class.Class time is spent with students working in teams to solve the problems in the Course Notebook (there’s a back and forth, some clicker questions, some reporting out to the whole class), and students are assigned to teams and given certain roles (recorder, spokesperson, team manager).Okay, we’ve talked about the nitty gritty of how we get the content to our students.  Now for the really exciting part.



Adapting in Class

Question:  Sketch a graph of a function 𝑓𝑓 with the following end 
behavior

As 𝑥𝑥 → −∞, 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) → 0
As 𝑥𝑥 → ∞, 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) → ∞

OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY 19

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This was one of the last questions in the Lesson, where we had introduced arrow notation to describe end behavior. We thought this was going to be a really hard question.  But, seeing the vast majority of students in this large lecture section had a correct graph, I could spend just a few seconds on it, and move on to the worksheet.



Focus on the 
BIG Ideas
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is Liz’s “BIG” idea about the “BIG” idea



Think – Pair – Share
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What are the Major Themes in College Algebra?



Build New Functions from a Basic Set 
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Starting with a Basic Set of Functions, We Can Build New FunctionsParent FunctionsTransformationsFunction algebraInverses



Connections Between Function Representations
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Connections Between Function Representations and FormsGraphical, Numerical, Symbolic, Verbal RepresentationsVertex (quadratic), Factored and Standard form of a polynomialLog/Exponential Forms and PropertiesSolving Equations/Inequalities graphically



Modeling & Interpreting in Context
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mathematical Modeling and Interpretation in Context	Gender Wage Gap 	Fireworks	Fuel Efficiency and Cost to drive 100 miles



Graphs are Useful Tools
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Graphs are Useful ToolsHelpful for understanding & solving problems and checking answersNot just an end product



Student Quote

“…we are talking about whether or not certain 
functions are differentiable and/or continuous at 
different locations and I’m one of the few folks in the 
class who doesn’t have to graph them out to make 
that determination.”
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A former College Algebra 
student, currently in Business 
Calculus



Story of College Algebra
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The Big Questions

• What are Some Fundamental Functions?

• What Can We Learn from a Graph?

• How Do We Transform a Given Function?

• What Can We Learn from an Equation?

• How are Different Representations of Functions Connected?

• How Do We Combine Functions?

• How Do We Solve Equations and Inequalities?
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY 28

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What would we want our students to remember in 5 yearsGraphing as a ToolNew functions from oldUsing different representations/forms to find different informationCompare and contrast different functions (between and within function families)Solving as undoing (applying inverses)



What are Some Fundamental Functions?

Reference Guide: Families of Functions

Functions, Domain and Range

Function Notation and Average Rate of 
Change

Introduction to Exponential and 
Logarithmic Functions

Introduction to Polynomial Functions

Introduction to Rational Functions OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY 29

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Basic parent functions are the foundation upon which College Algebra is builtlogs & exponentials covered throughout the termUsing our adaptive homework really allowed us to move the content to where it needed to be - not tied to a textbookStudents often ask questions like “I thought that was the answer but then I graphed it in DESMOS and realized that the answer is this.  Where did I go wrong with the equation?”



Why Re-Order the Content?

• Shakes things up

• Common themes 
versus memorizing 
rules 

• More time for difficult 
concepts 

• Address issues with 
diverse students
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This feels different from high school algebra courses.



Results
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Recall…
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• Irregular/low attendance

• Low level engagement 
with content

• A preference/expectation 
for rules and procedures

• Unrealistic assessment of 
their own understanding

• Over-reliance on the 
instructor 

• Rarely electing to use 
multiple function 
representations to aid in 
problem-solving

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over-reliance on the instructor to provide the solution method to apply when solving a problem



Student Response

• Consistent attendance

• Engage with course content at higher 
levels

• Use multiple representations 

• Use tools like DESMOS to check their 
understanding

• Report enjoying the class

OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY 33

Presenter
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-Transformations – They do right/left/up/down before class, then we start with reflections and stretches in class and multiple transformations in class.-Specifically they enjoy working with their peers, logarithms.



Improvements in Withdraw Rates
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Spring 2017 – PilotFall 2017 – Changes to ALEKS and MaterialsWinter 2018 – Addition of LA and Course notebookSpring 2018 – First large enrollment section with co-teachingFall 2018 – Warm-ups due before class
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Improvements in DFW Rates

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The grey dots are the individual DFW per class section and the red is the DFW for all MTH 111 students



Questions?



Thank You!

Our free and open materials 
coming soon! 

www.open.oregonstate.edu

http://www.open.oregonstate.edu/


The Speakers
Sara.Clark@oregonstate.edu, Elizabeth.Jones@oregonstate.edu, 
Lyn.Riverstone@oregonstate.edu, and Katy.Williams@oregonstate.edu
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Sara Clark
• Mathematics Instructor for Oregon State University 

Mathematics Department. 
• 20 years experience teaching Mathematics at the 

community college and university level.
• Dedicated to creating active learning mathematics courses 

in traditional courses and in online courses. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Liz Talk about how I was having the same problems with success in College Algebra that everyone has, but they were amplified by the population of my students  and the fact that we were moving towards more conceptual questions, but I was still teaching in traditional ways.



Dr. Elizabeth Jones
• Mathematics Instructor for the Educational Opportunities 

Program at Oregon State University. 
• 25 years experience teaching Mathematics at the university 

level and in designing curriculum. 
• Inspired by my students, from traditionally underserved 

populations, to find ways to help them build the big ideas in 
College Algebra. 
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Presenter
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Liz Talk about how I was having the same problems with success in College Algebra that everyone has, but they were amplified by the population of my students  and the fact that we were moving towards more conceptual questions, but I was still teaching in traditional ways.



Lyn Riverstone
• Senior Instructor in the Oregon State University Mathematics 

Department. 
• 20 years experience teaching introductory college mathematics
• Passion for team course development.
• Extensive training in the implementation of evidence-based 

teaching practices.
• Coordinated instructional team that worked to extend this story 

of Algebra from EOP to all College Algebra courses at OSU.
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Katy Williams
• Instructor in the Oregon State University Mathematics 

Department. 

• Masters of Science, Statistics

• Involved in the intense redevelopment of three courses 
implementing adaptive course ware and increasing active 
learning 

• Re-developed online College Algebra to increase student 
engagement

OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY 42
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